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1.

WHAT DOES THIS COOKIES POLICY COVER?

This Cookies Policy is integral part of Privacy Policy and shall be applied to the personal data that
ROOBEE (Company) collects and processes acknowledging and understanding that Your privacy is
important to You and that You care about how Your personal data is collected and processed.
Company is obliged under the law to inform You on usage of cookies as a legitimate and useful
tool within its activity of analyzing the effectiveness of website design and advertising, in verifying the
identity of users engaged in on-line transactions, and present to You conditions and Your rights to have
clear and precise information in accordance with Directive 95/46/EC.
Cookies are small files that are automatically dropped on your terminal equipment and have
hidden identifiers that could furtherly enter Your terminal without Your knowledge in order to gain
access to information, to store hidden information or to trace Your activities and poses seriously intrude
upon the privacy. There are two types:

Session cookies – expire once Your browser is closed or session ended.

Persistent cookies — remaining on Your terminal equipment until You or Your browser
erase them.

First-party cookies — are placed on Your computer directly by visiting Company’s.

Third-party cookies — put on your terminal equipment, not by the Company’s website,
but by a third party (analytic system, PSP).

Functionality cookies – enable Company’s website to remember Your customization that
have been made (language, your user name and password).

Statistics cookies - collect information about how You use Company’s website.

Marketing cookies - track your online activity and share information with our service
provider to improve Your services elements at website.
You have the right and guaranteed opportunity to refuse all cookies stored on Your terminal
equipment.
Information and the right to refuse will be offered once You entered into company’s Website
and/or register as Customer. Your approval or rejection for the use of various devices to be installed on
Your terminal equipment will be used during the same connection and also covering any further use
that may be made of those devices during subsequent connections.
Before any acceptance of cookies within the banner, operational window, You have to carefully
read the present Policy as well as Personal Data policy and make Your decision grounding solely on Your
will and full understanding. In case if You have any question due policies please direct to Personal Data
Officer at: pd@roobee.io
Accepting any cookies, You confirm that have read upper stated polices and expressly state to
have consent to setting cookies that track personal data on Your terminal equipment. Company shall
securely store Your consent confirmation as documentation that the consent has been given in a form
that reflects Your personal information under the approval.
At any time, You might direct a written notice to Company with rejection of cookies and
expressing You have change Your mind about the consent and choose to withdraw it.
In case of long Web-site usage, Company shall every 12 months since Your first visit to the website, pops up again the consent asking for a renewal of Your consent.

2.

USE OF COOKIES

To enhance the quality of Services, provide You with relevant content as well as understanding
how You use Company’s Website and program applications, Company use different Cookies. Company’s
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Cookies are used typically and do not contain any information that personally identifies You, but relative
information to personal information that Company store about You.
Company uses Cookies to learn about Your traffic patterns and Website usage to help to
develop the design and layout of the Website in order to enhance Your experience browsing Company’s
Website and applications.
2.1.

What cookies do we use and how we can use them?

Necessary Cookies under the AML and KYC policies. These are required for the operation of
Website and Your identification. They include User session key. This is a temporary key issued to You
after the successful logging in. This cookie is used to enable You to log into secure areas of Website. It is
stored, by default, in the browser history on Your terminal equipment. However, if due to the browser
settings, this storage is unavailable, Company will use Cookies to store this information.
Functionality cookies are used to recognize You and remember Your settings when You return to
Company’s Website, so that We could provide you with a more personalized experience.
Third-party cookies and Marketing cookies are used by Company’s solution suppliers to make
possible You to use Services. It might be third party payment gates of Payment Service Providers, IT
technologies providers and Internet solution providers that use Your information in order to guaranty
the continuity of their services and research and development of new products. Moreover, You should
be acknowledged that there are cookies within Google Analytics necessary to operate, Google Translate
possible to disconnect.
Company does not use any Social Media cookies as Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, YouTube
cookies within Company’s website.
Description of cookies, available on the Website:

Name

Origin

Purpose

Duration

VID

.mail.ru

Partner's purposes

Three
years
Used to identify individual clients behind a One year
shared IP address and apply security
settings on a per-client basis.
Used by Facebook to deliver a series of Three
advertisement products on Facebook.
months
Registers a unique ID that is used to Two
generate statistical data on how the visitor years
uses the website.

__cfduid

.roobee.io

_fbp

.roobee.io

_ga

.roobee.io

_gid
_ym_d
_ym_isad

.roobee.io
.roobee.io
.roobee.io

Allows to distinguish between users.
One day
Yandex Metrica
One year
This cookie is necessary for Yandex. One day
Metrika. When a user views offers in the
"Where to buy" section, a cookie-file
determines whether the user has an ad
blocker enabled or not.

_ym_uid

.roobee.io

This cookie is necessary for Yandex. One year
Metrika. When a user views offers in the
"Where to buy" section, a cookie-file sets a
user ID for Yandex.metrics tools. The
identifier is a random number.
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_ym_visorc_51759626 .roobee.io

fr

.facebook.com

i
sb

.yandex.ru
.facebook.com

sbjs_current

.roobee.io

sbjs_current_add

.roobee.io

sbjs_first

.roobee.io

sbjs_first_add

.roobee.io

sbjs_migrations

.roobee.io

sbjs_session

.roobee.io

sbjs_udata

.roobee.io

tmr_detect
yabs-sid

roobee.io
mc.yandex.ru

This cookie is necessary for Yandex.
Metrics. When a user views offers in the
"Where to buy" section, a cookie
determines whether the Web browser is
working for that user or not. The Web
browser is a Yandex.Metrics tool that
analyzes the user's actions on the site. You
can read more about how Web browser
works
at:
https://yandex.ru/support/metrika/webvis
or/about-webvisor.xml.
Facebook tracks opted-out Facebook users
with a cookie (fr) that is used for
advertising
purposes
(according
to Facebook's statements in 2012).

Thirty
minutes

Three
months

Partner's purposes
Partner's purposes

Ten years
Two
years
Sourcebuster JS: Parameters of the last Six
transition source if the user has changed months
the transition source.
Sourcebuster JS: Similar to sbjs_first_add,
but stores visit data where the current
source was written.
Sourcebuster JS: Similar to sbjs_current,
but stores parameters of the first visitor
source itself. It is set once and never
overwritten.

Six
months
Six
months

Sourcebuster JS: Additional information Six
about the first user visit: date/time, login months
point and referral.
Partner's purposes
Six
months
Sourcebuster JS: Cookie flag that the user Thirty
has an open session. Lifetime: 30 minutes minutes
or your setting via _setSessionLength (since
last activity).
Sourcebuster
JS:
Additional
user Thirty
information: ip and user-agent
minutes
Partner's purposes
One day
A web analytics cookie contains a unique N/A
identifier that is assigned to each browser
to track user interaction with the website.
The file provider is Yandex LLC. This cookie
is limited to the duration of the user's
session. Removal or blocking does not
affect the use and functionality of the
website.
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yandexuid

.yandex.ru

yp
__ssid

.yandex.ru
.roobee.io

jwt

.roobee.io

sift_session
1P_JAR

.roobee.io
.gstatic.com

__cfduid

.sumsub.com

_ga

.sumsub.com

_gat_UA-79634211-1

.sumsub.com

_gid

.sumsub.com

A web analytics cookie contains a unique Ten years
identifier that is assigned to each browser
to track user interaction with the website.
Provider of the file Yandex LLC. Period of
validity 10 years. Deletion or blocking does
not affect the use of the site and its
functionality.
Yandex Metrica purposes
Ten years
Sum&substance purposes
Four
years
Authorization token. Used to store user N/A
session data on roobee.io websites.
Sum&substance purposes
One day
This cookie carries out information about One
how the end user uses the website and any month
advertising that the end user may have
seen before visiting the said website. The
main purpose of this cookie is:
Targeting/Advertising
Cookie assoiated with sites using One year
CloudFlare, used to speed up page load
times. According to CloudFlare it is used to
override any security restrictions based on
the IP address the visitor is coming from. It
does not contain any user identification
information. The main purpose of this
cookie is: Strictly Necessary
This cookie name is asssociated with Two
Google Universal Analytics - which is a months
significant update to Google's more
commonly used analytics service. This
cookie is used to distinguish unique users
by assigning a randomly generated number
as a client identifier. It is included in each
page request in a site and used to calculate
visitor, session and campaign data for the
sites analytics reports. By default it is set to
expire after 2 years, although this is
customisable by website owners. The main
purpose of this cookie is: Performance
This cookie name is associated with Google Thirty
Universal
Analytics,
according
to seconds
documentation it is used to throttle the
request rate - limiting the collection of data
on high traffic sites. It expires after 10
minutes. The main purpose of this cookie
is: Performance
This cookie name is associated with Google One day
Universal Analytics. This appears to be a
new cookie and as of Spring 2017 no
information is available from Google. It
appears to store and update a unique value
for each page visited. The main purpose of
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this cookie is: Performance

_ym_d
_ym_isad

.sumsub.com
.sumsub.com

_ym_uid

.sumsub.com

km_ai

.sumsub.com

km_lv

.sumsub.com

kvcd
pentab_10336183
first_visit
show_mapclicktab_10
336183
_hjid
lang
service_host
__mmapiwsid
_fbp

.sumsub.com
.sendpulse.com
.sendpulse.com
.sendpulse.com

_ym_uid

.sendpulse.com

_ym_d
_ga

.sendpulse.com
.sendpulse.com

sptoken
PAPVisitorId
URL_LOGIN
all_visits2

2.2.

Yandex Metrica purposes
One year
Yandex. Responsible for fixing the fact that One day
the user's ad blocker is enabled.
In Yandex.Metrics are used to transfer One day
visitor parameters and to track offline
conversions.
Cookie set by Kissmetrics analytics service.
Used to provide site owners with
information about how visitors use the
site. The main purpose of this cookie is:
Performance
Cookie set by Kissmetrics analytics service.
Used to provide site owners with
information about how visitors use the
site. The main purpose of this cookie is:
Performance
Social Media sharing tracking cookie.
Used to run sendpuls
Used to run sendpuls
Used to run sendpuls

Five years

Used to run sendpuls
Used to run sendpuls
Used to run sendpuls
Used to run sendpuls
This cookie will help deliver our advertising
to people who have already visited our
website when they are on Facebook or a
digital platform powered by Facebook
Advertising.
In Yandex.Metrica are used to transfer
visitor parameters and to track offline
conversions.

One year
One year
Two year
One year
Three
months

One year
Two
years

.sendpulse.com
.sendpulse.com
.sendpulse.com

Yandex Metrika
Enables us to know what pages, content
and activity a user has done for site
analytics and performance measurement.
Used to run sendpuls
Used to run sendpuls
Used to run sendpuls

.sendpulse.com

Used to run sendpuls

.sendpulse.com
.sendpulse.com
.sendpulse.com
.sendpulse.com
.sendpulse.com

Five years

N/A
One year
One year
One year

One year

One year
One year
Two
years
One year

How do you change cookie preferences or block cookies?
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You may, as stated above, prevent the setting of cookies through our website at any time by
means of a corresponding adjustment of the web browser used and thus permanently deny the setting
of cookies. For example, most browsers allow you to refuse to accept cookies and to delete cookies. The
methods for doing so vary from browser to browser, and from version to version. You can however
obtain up-to-date information about blocking and deleting cookies via these links:
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=en (Chrome);
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/enable-and-disable-cookies-website-preferences
(Firefox);
http://www.opera.com/help/tutorials/security/cookies/ (Opera);
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/17442/windows-internet-explorer-delete-managecookies (Internet Explorer);
https://support.apple.com/kb/PH21411 (Safari); and
https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-10-microsoft-edge-and-privacy (Edge).
You also have act in the following ways:
●

Opting-Out

As part of our commitment to fair information practices, Company allow you to opt out of the
use of information about your activities on other websites to provide you with Interest-based
advertising. You can opt out of Google Analytics by installing Google’s opt-out browser add-on, and out
of interest-based Google ads using Google’s Ads Settings. Even if you opt out, you may still receive
Company`s advertising. It just means that the advertising you see will not be customized for you.
●

Refusing Cookies

We and our affiliates honor Do Not Track signals and Do Not Track, plant cookies, or use
advertising when a Do Not Track (DNT) browser mechanism is in place. You can limit the collection of
your information by disabling cookies on your browser. You may also be able to modify your browser
settings to require your permission each time a site attempts to set a cookie. However, our website(s)
(and many other websites) rely on cookies to enable certain functionality. If you choose to disable
cookies, some of the services available on our website may not work properly.
●

Caution regarding automatic Cookie Functionality

Browsers such as Microsoft Internet Explorer allow you to store passwords and logon IDs so you
do not need to re-enter this information each time you access a web site. Company strongly urges you
NOT to use this functionality to prevent unauthorized use of your online banking access code(s).
You are notified that blocking all cookies will have a negative impact upon the usability of many
websites. If you block cookies, you will not be able to use all or certain features on our website.
If You want to delete any cookies already stored on Your personal device or stop the cookies,
You could do it by deleting Your existing cookies and/or altering Your browser's privacy settings.
However, if, as mentioned above, due to Your personal device settings or browser settings, Company is
not able to use other technical solutions to store respective information, restriction/deletion of cookies
may lead to your inability to access the content of Website.
3.

CONTACTING US

We welcome any queries, comments or requests You may have regarding this Cookies Policy. If
You wish to make a subject access request, please do not hesitate to contact at
E-mail: pd@roobee.io
4.

CHANGES TO THIS COOKIES POLICY
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Any changes that Company makes to this policy in the future will be posted on Company’s
Website. Where appropriate, Company shall notify You in written of the changes during Your next
website visiting.
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